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I Relate to ‘Physics 1978 third edition’ and have attached 5 page copies of relevance. EM waves are viewed as
transverse. They are pictured as a 2 dimensional sin wave when seen from the side or above. In space they are 3
dimensional and thus must be coils. Picture a point frequently cycling around inside a straw as it rapidly flows
forward through the straw. The coil picture improves the electromagnetic wave picture - figure 41.13. Now shoot
an X-ray beam at a plate where an electron redirects the flow. The ‘Compton’ results shown in figure

49.10

show one arm of a wave (or half a coil) as it flows forward along the horizontal line. Only the bending effect on the
wavelength is discussed. But given the bending angles of 45, 90, and 135, the base line of travel is also changed.
The deflected X-rays seemed to gain a second wave frequency.

By not working with coils, science has missed the cause of the second wave. Consider a circle (coil)
circling the X axis at origin. The arm diagram shows the arm length above the X plane at various points
on the coil. That coil travels along the X axis at speed C which flow is likewise redirected (bent) upon
impact with the electron. So mentally bend upward the X axis by 45 degrees. Retaining the X axis as
center flow line, the bending causes it to now flow by closer to the coil at 2 points which are separated
by 180 degrees. The Z axis width of the coil will remain at the original displacement from the X axis
throughout. In the diagram two wave heights are shown, one (height 2) is the coil height from the new
X plane and the other (height 1) is the coil distance from the Y plane. Wave 2 ends higher because, upon
impacting the electron it is centered on the new X axis. The wave height no longer relates to the original
X axis as the beam and its coils flow onward. I have shown here the cause of the dual waves, the reason
one part of the wave retains its original height, and the cause of the short ending of the wave relative to
the original X axis.
Next, in section 49-4 about the Photoelectric Effect there are 3 statements about what wave theory can’t do and
leads into section 49-5 - Einstein’s photon theory –claiming it answers the questions. This is what led science to
blunder into the duality of wave particle radiation. But:
Statement 1. The kinetic energy of photoelectrons should increase as the beam is made more intense. But it is the
number of beams that creates the intensity. Individual photoelectron beams retain their wave length and thus
their kinetic energy.
Statement 2. The photoelectric effect should occur for any frequency of light provided the light is intense enough.
Photo electrons are thought to be something released from a metal plate but are really a component of the
original wave. The wave has an angle relative to the X axis of flow depending on the frequency and increasing with
increases in frequency. At some ‘cutoff’ frequency the angle of incidence with the plate bottom becomes small
and will cause the wave to rebound back into the material. The thickness of the material is logically a factor. This
has been exposed with experiments with blue vs red light beams. On some given material the red beam
penetrates and the blue is absorbed because its wave is ‘to o flat’ relative to the material bottom and reflects back
in. I expect a lot of interesting effects occur by angling the beam source to alter from the 90 degree entry.

Statement 3. If the energy of the photoelectron is ‘soaked up’ by the metal plate there should be some
measurable time lag in the ejection of the photoelectron. No time lag has ever been measured. But the frequency
and thus the energy has not changed and is not ‘soaked up’ as noted in 2. And the photoelectron is the
reassembly of the incoming wave into a scattered new form as shown By Compton’s work.

My more detailed paper of this follows. Review the book pages at the end first.
I have decided again to stick with long wave radiation beams. Somehow I think the concept of energy confuses the
concept of force and we tried to solve it with amplitude. The following is my suggested section using the Compton
Effect and wave type differences to support our long wave model. I stress the frequency difference between Xrays and long waves. I propose this section follow section 10, and it may affect the last 2 sentences of section 10.
Note in advance, Compton got a Nobel Prize award for his photoelectric experiments. The award value was that it
confirmed the need to create a mass within EM radiation, ie, the photon, to explain the results. This solidified
Relativity, the wave/particle duality, and Einstein’s theory. The photoelectric interpretations are why science now
suffers with the standard model.
Einstein proposed that light travels through space in concentrated bundles called photons thus solving three issues
that were raised by the photoelectric effect. We think that waves solve those 3 issues better than photons do and
provide that logic as we go. Essentially the front of each wave serves as the photon and provides its momentum at
impact.
A key X-ray study now called the Compton Effect supposedly confirmed the existence of the ‘photon’ as a bundle
of energy. The first thing to note is Compton’s summary that X-rays beamed at a graphite block experienced
billiard ball like collisions with free electrons. The incident ‘photon’ transfers some of its energy to the electron
with which it collides. The recoil by the electron results from a transfer of linear momentum. So our idea of
radiation pushing upon electrons and matter is confirmed here. We previously stood on the fact that a push upon
the eye by light creates images.
The collision effect on the X-ray beam is a reduction in its frequency. The amount of frequency change is a
function of the angle of impact with the electron. Their 4 pictures in 49-10 shows the change by glancing, by 45
degree hit, by 90 degree hit and by 135 degree hit.3. An example of impact is provided in which at 90 degrees the
Compton shift of the wavelength is an increase of2.43x10^-12 m and a kinetic energy of 4.73 x 10^-17 joules is
applied to the electron. Also, the ‘photon’ lost about 2.3% of its energy. So interaction causes a loss of force along
with the loss of frequency.
The 4 figures showing experimental results appear to picture in 2 dimensions one of the two arms of the wave
which we would clarify as ½ of the coil when viewed in two dimensions. The line upon which the wave stands must
be the X axis of travel that could be labeled C -- its velocity. It is important to note that as the shift angle changes
the wave splits into two and is elevated from the X path at its end.
The loss of frequency – increase in wave length is a major conflict with our long wave radiation gravity theory. But
short X-rays waves would logically scatter differently than long waves. Very long waves are impossible to study as
they have no structure, thus noting to double up. In fact the picture of one X-ray wave would be so empty of long
waves that it could include hundreds, or millions of long waves. Though long waves may have lower energy, than

X-rays, they may in total have much more energy. We have learned that penetration by EM radiation differs
throughout from X-rays to light to radio waves. So too may the total energy of different wave packets vary.
Now we recall that the deflected X-rays seemed to gain a second wave frequency. By not working with coils,
science has missed the cause of the second wave. Simply think of an X axis through the middle of a coil, and bend
it say by 45 degrees. The axis will now flow by closer to the coil at 2 places which are separated by 180 degrees.
The axis will remain at the original distance from the other ‘corners ‘ of the coil that are 90 degrees from the other
two. Wave 2 ends higher because the X axis of the incident beam was redirected by the impacted electron. We
have shown the cause of the dual waves, the reason one part of the wave retains its original height, and the cause
of the short ending of the wave relative to the X-axis.
Finally we suggest that Planck’s constant helps relate physical activities to the existing universe that is essentially
gravity. Gravity itself is the standard, which cannot be studied by individual component, and thus its force cannot
be defined by the Planck’s constant.
Repeating the wave particle duality issue:
Section 49-4 in Halliday – Resnick, about the Photoelectric Effect ends with 3 statements about what wave theory
can’t do and leads into section 49-5 - Einstein’s photon theory –claiming it answers the questions. This is what led
science to blunder into the duality of wave particle radiation.
Statement 1. The kinetic energy of photoelectrons should increase as the beam is made more intense. But it is the
number of beams that creates the intensity. Individual photoelectron beams retain their wave length and thus
their kinetic energy.
Statement 2. The photoelectric effect should occur for any frequency of light provided the light is intense enough.
Photo electrons are thought to be something released from a metal plate but are really a component of the
original wave. The wave has an angle relative to the X axis of flow depending on the frequency and increasing with
increases in frequency. At some ‘cutoff’ frequency the angle of incidence with the plate bottom becomes small
and will cause the wave to rebound back into the material. The thickness of the material is logically a factor. This
has been exposed with experiments with blue vs red light beams. On some given material the red beam
penetrates and the blue is absorbed because its wave was ‘too flat’ relative to the material bottom and reflects
back in. I expect a lot of interesting effects occur by angling the beam source to alter from the 90 degree entry.
Statement 3. If the energy of the photoelectron is ‘soaked up’ by the metal plate there should be some
measurable time lag in the ejection of the photoelectron. No time lag has ever been measured. But the frequency
and thus the energy has not changed and is not ‘Soaked up’as noted in 2. And the photoelectron is the reassembly
of the incoming wave into a scattered new form as shown By Compton’s work.

